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The President’s Field of View
Thank you
Thank you all WAS members for letting me be your president for the past two years. This has been one
of the most enjoyable experiences of my life. The best thing about being president of WAS is working
with wonderful people.
Thank you to all of our board members. Diane Hall has been a terrific First Vice President, arranging
speakers for all of our meetings and filling in for me to lead the board meetings and general meetings
when I am away. She also took over a task the board has been struggling with for years, completing
our 501c3 application. Riyad Matti has done a great job as Second Vice President, running our
Stargate observatory and arranging for our new telescope. Dale Partin has not only kept our books in
order as Treasurer, but organized past records of previous years as well. Dale Thieme as Secretary
has taken minutes at board and general meetings, sent out letters as needed, and also digitizes old
WASP newsletters for all of us to see. Bob Berta has expanded our Outreach efforts with numerous
presentations to schools, scouts, and others. Debra Chaffins for Publications has produced interesting,
beautiful, informative newsletters and gotten them to us on time every month.
Thank you to all of our SIG leaders and other contributors.
In last month’s (November) newsletter, I told you about our
eight excellent Special Interest Group leaders and what they
do. But we have a lot of club members who put in time and
effort to help us all, month after month, even though they
don’t have titles as board members or SIG leaders. Ken
Bertin attends almost every board meeting and provides help
and advice based on his years of WAS experience. He also
is the only member who gives a prepared presentation at
every club meeting (In The News), and he has miraculously
filled in the schedule for volunteers to bring snacks to every
meeting a year in advance. 					
						
continued...
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Dick Gala sends out emails to members and guests to inform us of meeting dates and other important club
news. Jonathan Kade creates and runs our website and Meetup Group, and uses his computer skills to
help our presenters. Gary Ross shares his wisdom and humor with us repeatedly. Angelo DiDonato and
Lee Hartwell represent our club at many outreach events. Chuck Dezelah comes up with innovative new
ideas and carries them out, such as selling planispheres and advertising Stargate tutorials to attendees
at Kensington, and writing a monthly column for the WASP about unusual objects to observe. Marty
Kunz coordinates all our arrangements with Cranbrook. Joe Tocco does work to keep Stargate in good
condition. Bob Trembley became a NASA Solar System Ambassador so that he can do even more to
bring astronomy to the public, and he brings fruit for all of us to every meeting. Bill Beers transports our
Big Dob to Kensington and elsewhere, and points it so that all the rest of us have to do is get up to the
eyepiece and look. Brian Klaus lets nothing stop him from coming to meetings and ringing the starting
bell. Phil Martin works on our calendar and imitates funny voices. Jim Shedlowsky writes us songs and
sings them to us while playing his guitar. Brian Thieme designed and prints our nametags and created
the art for the cover of our newsletter. Many people including Dave Bailey, Steve Uitti, Mike O’Dowd, and
others mentioned in this month’s and last month’s articles, contribute their insights and knowledge and
answers at our meetings.
Every person who comes to any WAS meeting, observing night, discussion group, or restaurant snack,
shares their friendship and interest in astronomy. Amazing and wonderful people are what makes the
Warren Astronomical Society great.		
Jon

I never suffer from dew covered objectives or
dewed eyepieces. In fact, I sometimes found the
The Common Enemy
arrival of dew points somewhat amusing. As a
Thirty-eight years is a long time devoted to any regular observer at “star parties” it would not be
avocation. Hundreds of “dusk to dawn” sessions, long before I would hear the familiar sound of those
and probably thousands of hours spent under the little 12-volt hair dryers used in the field to clear
stars. One learns a lot along the way until much away dew from wet corrector plates. Those cocky
is routine. Setup and breakdown procedures- guys with the Schmidt-Casses were always the first
especially in the dark - demands perfecting when out of commission. But zapping their correctors
using large and complicated instruments like only bought them time. Then fellow refractors
a 4” 160, or a giant 6” f/12 apo. Chairs, tools, would finally succumb to fogged objectives even
backup equipment, clothing, even snacks are though they sported dew shields. Unprepared for
perfected along the way. You have prepared for such disasters, they usually had to humbly borrow
every contingency, insuring another satisfying dew zappers from the Schmidt guys. I would just
observation session. It is then your old Nemesis continue observing as my colleagues fell, one by
creeps onto the field and, suddenly, you are out- one.
continued...
of-business! I am speaking of dew.
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Trying to fight off dew once the night’s dew point
is reached is a battle already lost. Dew zappers
only buy a little time with the dew quickly returning.
One must prepare against dewing long before an
observing session begins. I didn’t do anything
special beyond applying a little common sense
and some card board.
A refractor’s height no doubt gives them some
advantage. So does the dew shield supplied
with every refractor. But it is often inadequate on
nights of heavy dewing. I have worked sessions
where my tube assembly dripped water, and yet
the objective remained free and clear. My Unitron
sports two dew shields, and my custom-built 6” f/12
apo had a single, eighteen-inch long dew shield.
The old dictum is: a dew shield’s length must be 2
or 3 times the objective’s diameter.
The next line of defense is lining this extended dew
shield with flock paper, heavy black felt or twill. I
was fortunate to apply a heavy bellows cloth we
used restoring old player pianos and pump organs.
This cloth is a very heavy, black twill on one side
and fleece on the other. With a dew shield 2 or
3 times longer than the objective diameter, well
flocked or felted, your objective will be immune to
the most severe dewing. This same extending and
flocking must be applied to your finders as well.
Black poster paper (actually a heavy card stock)
makes for an economical, but effective, dew shield
extension. Poster paper can be purchased from
K-mart, drug stores, or an office supply for a buckfifty. Buy a couple sheets in case you screw up.
Cut the poster paper width to twice the length (at
least) of your dew shield. Roll the poster paper
around the outside of your dew shield allowing for
a very generous overlap of several inches. Cut
the excess poster paper. Roll it again but inside
the dew shield and mark where the poster paper
overlaps. Apply a layer of quick drying glue over
both overlapping portions. Allow the glue to set up
a bit first. Roll up your poster paper one more time
and insert it inside your dew shield, pressing and
shaping it all round to form a snug fit. (Understand
we are gluing the paper together, not gluing the
extension to the inside of the dew shield!) That
very generous overlap (roll your poster paper
until it is double layered all round if you like) helps

prevent the glued portion from popping up as it
dries. It will also insure the finished cylinder will
hold its shape. Applying four tight bands of black
electrical tape along the outside finishes the job.
Placing some weight inside, holding it with fingers,
or stapling the overlap will help as the glue dries.
Repeat, don’t be cheap with the overlap. My tube
is two layers of rolled poster paper.
When your dew shield extension is dry, add a
layer flock paper, black felt, or a black twill inside
the tube to protect against moisture. Spray a very
light layer of contact cement inside the extension
tube and apply the felt or twill. You do not want to
saturate the cloth with thick glues as it will prevent
it from absorbing dew. Flock paper comes with a
self-adhesive backing. Spray the exterior with a
clear, satin polyurethane or acrylic to waterproof it.
You can see the black poster paper extension I
made for my Unitron back in the 80s. (See my
album photos: #09 and #10.) I still use that very
same dew shield extension today! That is how
rugged it can be if well assembled. Your new dew
shield extension will also aid against stray light
entering the telescope as a second benefit.
A poster board dew shield extension is also a
good idea for Newtonians, keeping the secondary
free from dew. The extension only need be 6 or
8 inches. It will also greatly aid against stray light
entering the tube. Secondary mirrors are quite
vulnerable to both.
continued...
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A rubber eye-cup should be attached to the finder’s
eyepiece. It is 75% effective against dew. On
bad nights, I may also keep a large handkerchief
draped over the eyepiece end of my finder(s) when
not in use.

antique stores for a few dollars. A drop-in panel,
drilled out with “sized” holes, allows the eyepieces
to stand securely inside the box. A brass hasp
can be purchased from the hardware to make
the box secure. Cheap wooden boxes for storing
chessmen are excellent as well, and can be had in
Never park your instrument pointing toward the fancy choices of wood.
zenith!
Keep your working sets of eyepieces segregated
Never lay an unused eyepiece, filter or diagonal in different boxes. My Brandons (for planetary
on the tripod tray. Return them immediately to their work) are in one box. My Orthos (for binaries) in
containers when not in use. This must become another. Likewise, my Königs (for deep sky). Only
second nature. Anyone who works near me will have one “working set” at the scope at a time. A
suffer listening to the constant snapping sound of small wooden eyepiece box will fit comfortably on
my opening and closing wooden eyepiece boxes your tripod tray and is efficient for accessing in the
while “eyepiece jamming”. Never put eyepieces dark.
in your pocket! They could get scratched, gather
cookie crumbs and other debris, or fall out in Mini packets of Kleenex should be kept in your
the dark. That $100 eyepiece deserves better equipment box for cleaning or drying an eyepiece.
treatment.
A little dew zapper, like a fire extinguisher, is
something you may never use but should be a part
A perfect eyepiece box is one made of wood, felt of an astronomer’s inventory. Astronomy dealers
lined, and just big enough to contain a “working and auto supply shops sell them cheap.
set” of eyepieces. That metal luggage sold as
accessory boxes are too big and not practical Now with all precautions in effect, dew will only
really. While fishing in the dark for that little 6 mm be a nuisance to those cocky Schmidt-Cass guys
buried somewhere in a sea of foam, your filters, who’s dew zappers are just now breaking the
camera, diagonals and gin bottle are also exposed night’s silence again. They never learn.
to the elements unnecessarily. Fine little eyepiece
boxes can be made from converting wooden cigar
- Respectfully submitted by Steve Franks 2013.
boxes, or simple wood jewelry boxes found in

Thank you, WAS, for letting me be your Publications
Director for the last two years. It was a great pleasure
and privilege.
-Debra
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Object of the Month - NGC 1023:
NGC 1023 is a fairly bright, highly elongated galaxy in the constellation Perseus. Although it neither
appears on the Messier list nor has a well-recognized common name, it is one of the more easily
observed objects of its type in the autumn sky. The galaxy has an integrated magnitude of 9.40 and
is about 8’ x 3’ in apparent size. It is classified as SB0 on the Hubble Sequence, which identifies it as
being of lenticular type with a disc shaped structure and a barred core, no discernible spiral arms,
and a low rate of star formation. In addition to the above, it is noted for its location: the constellation
Perseus, which is often associated with its position along the northern stretch of the Milky Way, a region
rich in open clusters and nebulae, but where galaxies external to our own are generally obscured by
intervening matter.
Finding the location of NGC 1023 is not particularly challenging. It is located nearly 4° due south of the
famous M34 star cluster near the constellation’s western boundary with Andromeda. Its general location
is about 2° northeast of the halfway point between the naked-eye visible stars Algol (Beta Persei) and
Beta Trianguli. From a reasonably dark sky, it may be possible to sight the 5th magnitude star 12 Persei
near this position, from which the galaxy is a mere 1.2° south. The galaxy possesses a brilliant central
core, which renders it observable in small to moderate aperture (e.g. 4-6”) from moderately light polluted
sites and surprisingly is still visible from more severely lit places when larger telescopes are used (e.g.
8-10”). The object usually appears as a slice of light against the backdrop of space with a nearby string
of foreground stars assembled in an interesting line-shaped formation. Increasing magnification and
aperture may enhance the overall shape, and under favorable conditions may reveal a peculiar tuft of
light at the galaxy’s eastern end.
This column is written with the intention of introducing a new object each month that is visible from Stargate Observatory using
a moderate-sized telescope typical of beginner and intermediate level amateur astronomers. In particular, special focus will be
given to objects that are not among the common objects with which most observers are already familiar, but instead articles
will mainly give attention to “hidden gems” or underappreciated features of the night sky.
- Chuck Dezelah

WAS Discussion Group
The WAS Discussion Group meetings take place at the home of Gary and Patty Gathen from 8
to 11 PM on the fourth Thursday of the month from January through October. Different dates are
scheduled for November and December due to Thanksgiving and the holidays. The Gathens live
at 21 Elm Park Blvd in Pleasant Ridge, which is three blocks south of I-696 and about a half block
west of Woodward Ave. A map can be found at http://maps.yahoo.com/maps_result.php?q1=21+E
lm+Park+Blvd.%2C+Pleasent+Ridge%2C+MI.
The agenda is centered around discussing one science topic at a time by all. Soft drinks are furnished
while snacks are contributed by attendees. We usually have from 4 to 16 members and guests, so
come on over (and bring some snacks for the group). Gary can be reached at 248.543.5400 and at
gary@gathen.net.
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Seven Ponds Open Invitation
WAS members are invited to The Seven Ponds Astronomy Club monthly meetings. More information
about upcoming meetings, maps to Seven Ponds Nature Center, etc. is available at http://bhmich.
com/sevenpondsac/. Please let me know if you might attend so that appropriate plans can be
made. Any questions, please contact me.
- John Lines

Oakland Astronomy Club Newsletter
http://oaklandastronomy.net/newsletters/oacnews.html		

Clear skies, - Bill MacIntosh
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Speaker’s Corner - December 2,Cranbrook
At the Warren Astronomical Society’s Cranbrook meetings, we spend the first hour or so of the
meeting on club business and observing reports, then have two presentations, one short and one
full-length.
On Monday, December 2nd, Jim Shedlowsky will be giving us another short presentation related to
his experiences at Stellafane this year. Jim had such a good time that one short talk couldn’t hold
all the information or beautiful images, so consider this Part II.
For our feature presentation, Michael Foerster-- “astronomer, NASA educator (JPL/CalTech),
broadcaster”-- joins to discuss Space X, the private company whose achievements in orbital
spaceflight have already exceeded those of many industrialized countries. Michael will be placing
an emphasis on the Dragon capsule that may soon carry American astronauts into space from
Cape Canaveral.
If you would like to present either a short talk (10-15 minutes) or a full-length talk (45-60 minutes)
at a future meeting, please email Diane Hall at firstvp@warrenastro.org.

2nd Vice President’s Observatory Report
Stargate observatory report for November 9, 2013
The night was cloudy and windy. We had a brief 30 minutes of partly cloudy conditions to observe
the moon with the 10” Orion Dob. About 15 people attended the open hose including a couple who
brought their telescope and ask for assistance to learn how to use it. Joe Tocco explained and
answered their questions. Bob Berta gave a presentation using the club projector.
Steve Franks, a long time past member of the WAS, donated 20 books from his private collection
on Astronomy to the Warren Astronomical Society Library. A list of the books will be provided.
Many thanks to Steve for his valuable donation.
Next open house, and the last one for this year, is scheduled for December 14, 2013.
Riyad I. Matti
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Treasurer’s Report

$26.92 WAS membership cards (Jon Blum)
$1129.00 annual insurance premium (West Bend
Mutual)

October 31, 2013
MEMBERSHIP
INCOME
We currently have 122 members (22 of which are
$50.75 donations for snacks
family memberships).
$90.00 new memberships and renewals
INCOME AND EXPENDITURES (SUMMARY)
$7.50 Astronomical League memberships
We took in $551.25 and spent $1199.77. We have $112.00 miscellaneous merchandise sales (in$14126.39 in the bank and $207.27 in cash, totalcludes $105.00 for 21 planispheres)
ing $14333.66 as of October 31, 2013. (These
numbers include the effects of an outstanding $21.00 donation for new telescope and mount
check in the amount $25.44.)
COSTS AND REIMBURSEMENTS
$39.61 reimbursement for snacks
$4.24 purchase two clipboards

$270.00 banquet tickets
$8853.05 Total donated to date for new telescope
and mount

Members are encouraged to join the Warren Astronomical Society Yahoo Group
for messages, photo posting and more.

W.A.S. History S.I.G.

Dec 1974

The snow covered astronomer edition. “In Constellation
of the Month & Observational Astronomy”, Frank
McCullough investigates Triangulum: The Triangle
(with an assist from Olcott’s Field Book of the Skies).
Kenneth Wilson recognized those who helped with
the Astronomical League convention in “Salute of the
Month”. For those interested in wringing as much out
of their telescopes as possible, read “A Convertible
Telescope” by Roger Civic. Learn how to make “The
Illuminated Duplex Crosshair Eyepiece” with Pete
Kwentus and Donald Misson. Armed with a projector,
a yardstick, and some math skills, you can calculate
angular size and separations in “HOW BIG IS IT?” by
Lou Faix.

Dec 1977/Jan 1978

The cover displays Diane McCullough’s capture of the
diamond ring effect during the Oct 12, 1977 eclipse.

Inside, we learn that Doug and Robin Bock teamed up
to win the Messier Contest.
“The B.A.O. (Bullock Astronomical Observatory) Guide
to Efficient Observing Part I -Getting It All together” is
an interesting read by R. Bullock. The WASP reprinted
a thank you letter to the Michigan State University for
the sharing of their 24 inch Telescope by Bob Dennington.
In “Apprentice Astronomers Notebook” Louis Faix
discusses observing the variable stars, Algol and Mira.
Jordan Marche then considers “Prospects for the
February 26, 1979 total Solar Eclipse” to round out this
edition of the WASP.

Dec 1980/Jan 1981

Bob Wilson’s drawing of the sun graces the cover of
this issue. He then takes us along on his astronomical
journeys in “Night Tripping”.
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Snack Volunteer Schedule
December 2		
January 6		
January 16		
February 3		
February 20		

C
C
M
C
M

Dale Thieme
Jonathan Kade
Dale Partin
Ken Bertin
Joe Tocco

If you are unable to bring the snacks on your
scheduled day, or if you need to reschedule,
please use the form on the website, or email the
board at board@warrenastro.org as soon as you
are able so that other arrangements can be made.

2013/14 Stargate Observatory Open House
December 14, January 25, February 22
2013/14 WAS Meetings
Cranbrook Meetings: 1st Mondays
December 2, January 6, February 3
Macomb Meetings: 3rd Thursdays
January 16, February 20
No December Macomb Meeting

Astronomical Phenomena
December 2013

d h
1 9
1 22
3 0
3 17
4 10
4 23
8 13
9 15
11 4
11 13
16 2
17 1
17 9
18 1
19 6
19 23
20 19
21 17
22 19
25 13
25 23
27 3
29 0
29 6
31 5
31 11

Saturn 1.2N of Moon Occn
Mercury 0.5S of Moon Occn
NEW MOON
Moon furthest South (-19.6)
Moon at perigee
Pluto 1.8S of Moon
Neptune 5.3S of Moon
FIRST QUARTER
Uranus 3.1S of Moon
Mercury 4.6N of Antares
Aldebaran 2.6S of Moon
Moon furthest North (19.6)
FULL MOON
Uranus stationary
Jupiter 4.9N of Moon
Moon at apogee
Venus stationary
Solstice
Regulus 5.1N of Moon
LAST QUARTER
Mars 4.4N of Moon
Spica 1.1S of Moon
Occn
Saturn 0.8N of Moon Occn
Mercury superior conjunction
Moon furthest South (-19.5)
Mercury 4.6S of Pluto

All times are in UTC

Observatory Rules
1. Closing time depends on weather, etc.
2. May be closed one hour after opening time if no
members arrive within the first hour.
3. Contact the 2nd VP for other arrangements,
such as late arrival time. Call 586-992-0498.
4. An alternate person may be appointed to open.
5. Members may arrive before or stay after the
scheduled open house time.
6. Dates are subject to change or cancellation
depending on weather or staff availability.
7. Postings to the Yahoo Group and/or email no
later than 2 hours before starting time in case of
date change or cancellation.
8. It is best to call or email the 2nd VP at least
2 hours before the posted opening with any
questions. Later emails may not be receivable.
9. Generally, only strong rain or snow will prevent
the open house... the plan is to be there even if it
is clouded over. Often, the weather is cloudy, but it
clears up as the evening progresses.
- Riyad Matti, 2nd VP
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WAS Board Meeting
November 4, 2013

Jon Blum began the Board meeting at 6:43
Board members present: Jon Blum, Diane Hall,
Dale Partin, Dale Thieme, Bob Berta
Visitors: Marty Kunz, Jonathan Kade, Chuck
Dezelah, Jason Daniels, Brian Klaus, Chris
Mehling, Bob Trembley
Reports:
President: Jon Blum reminded the board that
the Discussion Group will meet at Jon Blum’s this
month, on Monday, November 25th. The Awards
Banquet is coming up on December 5th, with
50 minimum reservations needed, There is no
Macomb meeting in December. Jon, on behalf of
the board extended thanks to Diane for her 501-c3
work: “We all owe our gratitude to Diane Hall for
getting our 501c3 application sent in. The current
and past boards worked on this and passed it
along from one to another for years. Only when
Diane took over the job over the past few months
did it finally get done. This was a huge and
complex task, and we can thank Diane for her time
and effort and the tremendous job she did on this
application.”

next year. Concerning the Kalinowski telescope,
the new tube is under assembly.
Treasurer: Dale Partin paid the new insurance
company and got the refund from the old company.
The full Treasurer report is posted in the WASP.
Secretary: For the banquet door prizes, only two
commercial donations so far, plus two from club
members.
Outreach: Bob Berta did a private school
presentation in Almont. Cranbrook event coming
up with scouts (Nov 15).
Publications: Jon Blum reported for Debra
Chaffins: the WASP is online. We’ll use the cover
art for the banquet program.
Old Business: 501-c3 application is in, check
cashed. Insurance companies have been switched.
Banquet: Dale Thieme will get the award plaques
ordered, Jon Blum has a piano lined up for the
banquet and Gus Povirk will be playing.

New Business: Bob Trembley had an idea for
a handout for all Stargate events. Basically info
about the club. Discussion on what other timely
1st Vice President: Diane reported that we are
info we may need to put on the handout.
accepting speakers for any month in 2014. Then
Joe Tocco will not be here tonight, but will run for
the board had a discussion on growing a list of
2nd Vice President
presenters.
Dale Partin will miss the next Macomb meeting,
Dale Thieme will be taking over duties for that
2nd Vice President: Bob Berta reported for Riyad
meeting.
Matti: The next open house will be the normal
Picnic Date: July 19 is a possibility.
second Saturday, changing to the fourth Saturday
End time: 7:16

“The Sun, with all the planets revolving around it,
and depending on it, can still ripen a bunch of grapes
as though it had nothing else in the Universe to do.”
- Galileo
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WAS Cranbrook General Meeting
November 4, 2013

Jon Blum brought the meeting to order at 7:30 with
34 present

2nd Vice President: Reporting for Riyad Matti,
Bob Berta mentions the open house at Stargate will
be the 4th Saturday of the month next year. This
Saturday (the 9th) is the open house for November.

Treasurer: 122 members, as of October. We have
about $14,300 in the account, more than $8,800 is
Officer Reports:
set aside for the new scope. 2014 calendar ordering
President: Jon Blum announced our WAS annual
deadline is tonight, expected price is $15.00. Be
election of officers will be here tonight. All current
sure to sign up and pay for advance banquet prices.
board members are term limited and so will not be
staying in their current positions. The board has
Secretary: We need donations from members for
chosen a slate of officers to run as follows
the banquet raffle. Books, astronomy gear (such
President - Jonathan Kade
as eyepieces), and pictures are welcome.
1st VP - Dale Partin
2nd VP - Joe Tocco
Outreach: we had a good turn out at the open
Treasurer - Dale Thieme
house, made use of the club projector with the poor
Secretary - Chuck Dezelah
observing conditions. Romeo library outreach,
Outreach - Angelo DiDonato
small turnout (weather, school night). Cranbrook
Publications (newsletter) - Bob Trembley
needs volunteers for upcoming scout programs.
Any current paid-up member can run for any office
Publications: Newsletter is up on site, sign up on
by being nominated from the floor.
Dick Gala’s email list to receive notification when
the WASP is posted.
Our annual club banquet will be on Thursday,
December 5. There is no Macomb meeting in
SIG Reports
December. The price is $35 but there is a $5
Solar Group: Sun’s getting frisky, sporting flares
discount if paid in advance, pay the treasurer
and sunspots, Aurora activity is picking up. Now is
today or at any time through December 2, to get
the time to pick up a solar filter.
the discounted price of $30.
Jon Blum recognized Diane Hall for her efforts to
get the 501-c3 application finished and sent in to
the IRS.
1st Vice President: Diane Hall announced that
Dave Bailey has a talk on White Dwarfs, Michael
Foerster will be December’s Cranbrook speaker
(Space-X program), the Awards Banquet Speaker
is Mike Simonsen.

Discussion Group: Normally meets at Gary
Gathen’s home, will be at Jon Blum’s this month,
on Monday, November 25th.
History: Dale Thieme reports that he has scanned
a copy of the 1974 Astronomical League convention
publication. This is a raw scan to a PDF document.
Anyone interested, see Dale for a copy. Jonathan
Kade found a 1968 invitation to the DAS scanned
and posted online.
Jon Blum noted the SIG leaders for the remaining
SIGs
Astronomical League
Chuck Dezelah
Astrophotography		
Bob Berta
GLAAC			Diane Hall
Radio astronomy		
Sai Rajagopalan
Club logo merchandise
Jonathan Kade
continued...
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In The News November 4, 2013 by Ken Bertin
• Dark matter- MIA
• For instant climate change, just add one large
comet
• Mars air turned to stone to cool planet
• India set to launch its debut Mars mission
• No need for inflation if cosmos was a bouncing
baby
• Milky Way galaxy is fluttering like a flag
• UN sets up asteroid peacekeepers to defend
Earth
• Mini space shuttle crash lands after free flight
• Solar activity heads for lowest low in four
centuries

in Farmington Hills. You should have already
received an email with the address and directions,
but if you didn›t get it, email me at president@
warrenastro.org and I will send you directions.

Elections:
The annual election of officers was held, officiated
by Ken Bertin. With all candidates unopposed, the
results, voted in by general acclamation are:

1st Vice President: Diane Hall
12-2-13        	Cranbrook        
		Michael Foerster        
			Space X Dragon                
		Jim Shedlowsky        
			Stellafane Part 2
12-5-13        	Banquet        
		Mike Simonsen        
			
Adventures of a Stargazer

President: 		
1st Vice President:
2nd Vice President:
Secretary:        		
Treasurer:        		
Outreach:         		
Publications:         	

Jonathan Kade
Dale Partin
Joe Tocco
Charles Dezelah
Dale Thieme
Angelo DiDonato
Robert Trembley

Presentation: The group enjoyed a game
of Astro Jeopardy, officiated by Gordon Hansen,
President of the Ford Astronomy Club. Ken Bertin
emerged victorious.

As I announced at Cranbrook, in case you were
not there, we all owe our gratitude to Diane Hall for
getting our 501c3 application sent in. The current
and past boards worked on this and passed it along
from one to another for years. Only when Diane
took over the job a few months ago did it finally
get done. This was a huge and complex task, and
we can thank Diane for her time and effort and the
tremendous job she did on this application.”

Contact Diane if you would like to give a short or
long presentation
2nd Vice President: Riyad Matti
This year our Stargate nights were the second
Saturday of the month but next year it will be the
fourth Saturday of every month.

The meeting ended at 9:44

Stargate observatory report for November 9, 2013
The night was cloudy and windy. We had a brief
30 minutes of partly cloudy conditions to observe
the moon with the 10” Orion Dob. About 15 people
attended the open house including a couple who
brought their telescope and asked for assistance
WAS Macomb General Meeting to learn how to use it. Joe Tocco explained and
answered their questions. Bob Berta gave a
November 21, 2013
presentation using the club projector. Steve
Franks, a long time past member of the WAS,
The meeting began at 7:31 with 41 present
donated 20 books from his private collection on
Astronomy to the Warren Astronomical Society
Officer Reports:
Library. A list of the books will be provided. Many
President: Jon Blum addressed the group:
“The Discussion Group meeting this month will be thanks to Steve for his valuable donation.
at my house, and all of you are invited. It will be Next open house, and the last one for this year, is
on Monday, November 25, at 8 PM, at my home scheduled for December 14, 2013.
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Treasurer: Dale Partin
We have 122 memberships. We have
$14,334 out of which $8,853 is donations for our
new telescope and mount.

In The News for 11/21/13 by Ken Bertin
• Sunny fix would let defunct Kepler hunt
planets again
• We’ll have the tools to spot nearby aliens
by 2030- Alien life may flourish on purple
Secretary: Dale Thieme
planets
A reminder: we need member donations of prizes
• Meteor impact trapped ancient swamp plants
to be given away at the Banquet raffle. Please
in glass
donate any new or good-condition used astronomy
• India’s first mission to Mars recovers from
gear. Please let Dale Thieme know if you are
glitch
donating, preferably ahead of the banquet time
• Cosmic graffiti carved in space by stellar
(secretary@warrenastro.org).
winds
• Comet of the century ISON finally visible to
Outreach: Bob Berta
the naked eye- Jolly green comet blazes a
Bob Berta sent the dates of our 2014 Open House
trail toward the sun
to the Wolcott Mill park to get them on the park
• NASA scout blasts off for Mars to search for
calendar. I also requested the covered pavilion for
lost air
our picnic in July.
We completed a few presentations to scouts and Presentation: “Strange Little Stars:
White
one to the Romeo Public Library at a public event. Dwarfs” by Dave Bailey
Publications: Debra Chaffins
November WASP is online
Observations
Joe Tocco: Tried to observe ISON, but it turned out
to be Lovejoy. A lively discussion on where and
how in Michigan to try and spot ISON ensued.
Bob Trembley set up scopes Saturday night at a
Sci-fi convention in Chicago and got a wedding
party involved. Diane and Jonathan looked for
(from Detroit) and missed out on the Wallop Island
launch. But did see a flying squirrel.

The meeting ended at 9:35 with some departing
for Applebee’s only to find out it was shutting down
early that night and rerouted back to the National
Coney Island.

Photo and Article Submissions
Your WASP team wants to include your photos and articles. After all, this is YOUR publication!
To share your photos for submission in the WASP, please email them to
publications@warrenastro.org
Documents can be submitted in Word (.doc), Open Office (.ods), or Text (.txt) formats, or put into the body of an email.
Photos can be embedded in the document or attached to the email and should be under 2MB in size.
Please include some captions for your photos along with the way you want your name to appear and dates taken.
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